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Abstract 
This paper establishes the consistency and the root-n asymptotic normality of the exact max- 
imum likelihood estimator of the dependence parameter in linear regression models where the 
errors are a nondecreasing function of a long-range-dependent stationary Gaussian process. The 
spectral density of the Gaussian process is assumed to be unbounded at the origin. The pa- 
per thus generalizes ome of the results of Dahlhaus (1989) to linear regression models with 
non-Gaussian long-range-dependent errors. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
A MS classification: primary 62M 15; secondary 62J05 
Keywords: Unbounded spectral density; Maximum likelihood estimator; nt"2-asymptotic norma- 
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1. Introduction 
A discrete time stationary stochastic process is said to be long-range-dependent if 
its spectral density is unbounded at the origin. The series of the corresponding autoco- 
variances of this kind of a process diverges. The review paper of Beran (1992) cites 
numerous examples from various scientific disciplines where the long-range dependence 
arises naturally. 
It is of interest and importance to develop estimators of the dependence parameter 
that controls the behaviour of autocovariances and/or that of the underlying spectral 
density. Yajima (1985, 1988), Fox and Taqqu (1986) and Dahlhaus (1989) obtained the 
asymptotic distribution of the Whittle and the maximum likelihood estimators when the 
underlying process is long-range-dependent Gaussian with perhaps an unknown mean. 
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Giraitis and Surgailis (1990) obtained similar results for the Whittle estimator for linear 
long-range-dependent processes. More recently, Robinson (1994a, b, 1995) developed 
various consistent estimators of the dependence parameter when the observable process 
is a linear process of weakly dependent random variables whose weights are only square 
summable. His methods are semi-parametric in the sense that the spectral density need 
not be known completely. 
This paper considers the estimation of the dependence parameter in linear regres- 
sion models where the errors are a nondecreasing function of a long-range-dependent 
Gaussian process. More precisely, let t/0,t/--~,t/+2,.., be a stationary zero-mean Gaus- 
sian process with the spectral density fo(x), x E (-n,  rt), Oc O, where O is a compact 
subset of the p-dimensional Euclidean space NP. It is further assumed that for some 
function ~ from O to (0,1), 
fo(x)~lxl-~(°)Mo(x) as Ix l~0,  (1.1) 
where Mo(x) is a slowly varying function of x at zero, for each 0. 
Let F be a known distribution function (d.f.) on the real line ~, t /be a copy of q0, 
q~ denotes the d.f. of 17, and let G = F -1 ~. Consider the linear regression model where 
the observations Y~i obey the relation 
Y~i=X~ni/3+G(qi), l<<.i<~n, (1.2) 
for some [3 E Nq. Here, x~ni is the ith row of the full rank known nxq design matrix 
X and the functions c~ and M are assumed to be known except for 0. The problem of 
interest is to estimate 0 based on the data (X~ni, Yni), 1 <~i<~n. 
To describe the estimator, let 
To= T(fo):= ((/~_ e~(r-S)fo(x)~ll 
/ /r ,s=l,2, . . . ,n 
denote the n × n Toeplitz matrix. Then the joint density of the vector i/'-- (r/l, ~/2,- -, q,) is 
(21t)-n/2(det{To})-l/2 e-(1/2)(~0 ~q 
where det{A} denotes the determinant of a matrix A. Let h = G -1 and assume that h is 
differentiable with h denoting its derivative. Then the likelihood of the random vector 
Y= (Y~I, Yn2,---, Yn,)' under (1.2) is 
n 
(2rQ-n/2(det{ To} )-l/2e-(1/2)~'(Y-X#)T~;-Jh(¥-Xl~) H j l(Yni -- Xtni/3)' 
i--1 
where h'(Y-X/3)=(h(Ynl -x~lf l)  ..... h(Y~, -x~n,/3)). The log-likelihood part that is 
relevant o the estimation of 0 is proportional to 
5Y~( O, fl) = (2n)-~ {log(det { To} ) + h' ( Y -  Xfl)Tol h( Y -  Xfl)}. 
In the sequel all probability statements are made when the true parameters are 
(0o,/3o) with 00 belonging to the interior of O. Let /~ be a sequence of estimators 
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of ~0 such that 
IIn-~°/2L-'/2(n)(X'X)~/2(~o -/~0)11 = %(1) ,  (1.3) 
where ~0 = ~(00) and L is a slowly varying function at infinity. The estimator of 00 
to be studied here is defined by the relation 
0, = arg min ~,°n(0,/~n). (1.4) 
0 
This estimator is an analog of the exact maximum likelihood estimator defined 
in Section 3 of Dahlhaus (1989) in the case of the one-sample Gaussian location 
model. This paper establishes the consistency of 0n and the asymptotic normality of 
nl/2(On-O) thereby extending the corresponding result of Dahlhaus (1989) for the one- 
sample Gaussian location model to the above linear regression models with possibly 
non-Gaussian errors. Our assumptions on the spectral density are essentially the same 
as in Dahlhaus (1989). The asymptotic normality result for a general F is established 
for all those O's at which 0<7(0)< ½. in the case of Gaussian errors, this result also 
l holds for ~(0) > ~ under an additional condition on the design matrix X. In particular, 
in the case of the long-range-dependent Gaussian errors, the asymptotic normality re- 
sult holds for all those 0 for which 0 < ~(0)< 1, for all those design matrices that span 
the same subspace as spanned by certain Jacobi polynomials and with /~n equal to the 
least-squares timator (LSE). This includes the polynomial regression. See Remark 2.1 
below for more on this. 
We now state the additional needed assumptions. With e = G(q), we need to assume 
the following: 
(X'X) i exists and n 1/2 max I [ (x tx ) - l /Zxn i t [  = 0(1) ,  (1 .5 )  
i 
trace[(X,X)-1/2X,T~olx(x,x) i/2] = O(n-~O L-1 (n)), (1.6 
Eh2(~;) < (XD. (1.7 
The function /~ is differentiable with its derivative h satisfying 
Eh2(e) < cxD, (1.8 
E (h.'(~)~2 <~.  (1.9) 
/ ~ logJb(x)dx=c, VOEO, (1.10) 
where c is a constant not depending on 0. 
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper, in the statement of the fol- 
lowing theorem all the assumptions (A j) of Dahlhaus (1989) pertain to the smoothness 
of the spectral density and the symbol V denotes the differential operator with respect 
to 0. 
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Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the model specified by (1.1) and (1.2) holds, and that 
the assumptions (1.3) and (1.5) hold. Also suppose that F has a.e. positive Lebesgue 
density and that (A0), (A2), (A3), (A7)-(A9) of Dahlhaus (1989) (D) hold. 
(a) I f  in addition, (1.7) holds, then 
On --~ 00, in probab. 
(b) Suppose, in addition to the assumptions in (a), (1.8), (1.9), (A1) of(D) and 
(1.10) hold and that 0<~0<½. Then 
nl/2(On- 00) ~ N(0,F0ol), (1.11) 
where 
Foo = (Vlogfoo(X))(Vlog foo(X))' dx. 
(c) Suppose, in addition, the errors are Gaussian, i.e., G(tl)= tl, and (1.6) and (A1) 
of (D) hold. Then (1.11 ) holds for 0 < ao < 1. 
Remark 1.1. The proof of the theorem is given in the next section. Here we discuss 
the assumption (1.3), some sufficient conditions for the validity of (1.7)-(1.9) and the 
assumption (1.10). See Remark 2.1 for the designs that satisfy (1.6). 
Under some mild additional assumptions on F, the condition (1.3) is satisfied by a 
large class of estimators of fl, including the least-squares timator. This may be seen 
from Koul (1992) and Koul and Mukherjee (1993). 
Next, suppose that the d.f. F has a derivative f such that for 0<r<cx~, 
) fr(F- l(1 - u)) + fr(F-l(u)) 
2 (-1- ~ h-)': du<cx~. (1.12) 
Then 
E(hr(e)) < ~.  (1.13) 
If f has derivative f such that 
J l  fZ(F-l(1 - u)) + .f2(F-l(u)) du <oo, (1.14) 
2 (1 - -  U)  2 
and if (1.12) holds with r=4,  then both (1.7) and (1.8) hold. If f has finite Fisher 
information for location then (1.7) implies (1.9). 
To see (1.13), recall that G=F- i~ and h= ~- lF  so that h=f/c#(4~-lF), where 
q$ is the density of ~. Use the inequality x(1 - ~(x))<~cb(x), for all x>0,  and the 
symmetry of 4~ to obtain the following inequalities: For any k > 1, 
~ f f (F - l~(x) !  
1 f 1 f~(F-l(u)) 
<<- ~7 Jb 
du -6 - -  '
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and, similarly, 
f_-k f r (F - ,~(x)  ) d~b(x)~< 1 L '  f r (F - l (1 -u ) )  
0~(x ) k r ~u~ 7 du, 
where b= @(k). In view of (1.12), these tail integrals thus tend to zero as k ~ ~.  
Hence, 
/~  fr(F- lqb) 
E(/~r(~:)) = oc 0 r d~<o~,  
thereby proving (1.13). In particular if (1.12) holds with r = 2, then (1.7) holds. 
To prove the second part of the above claim, use the fact that -x~b(x) = q~(x), tbr 
all real x, to obtain that 
h(x)- f(x) + i~2(x), x c ~, 
O(~-~f(x)) 
so that 
qb2(~_lF(x)) + h4(x) , x E [~. 
This together with an argument similar to the one used above proves the claim about 
(1.8) in an obvious fashion. Conditions (l.12) and (1.14) are trivially satisfied by the 
logistic and double exponential errors. 
Upon rewriting 
J D+h~, 
one sees that (1.12) with r = 4 and the finiteness of the Fisher information for location 
in f also implies (1.8). The same relation proves the claim about (1.9). Consequently, 
(1.7)-(1.9) are satisfied by a large class of the error d.f.'s F. 
Finally, we mention that the assumption (1.10) means that one can parametrize the 
spectral density as J~(x)= ~2go(x) where go is such that .[~ go(x)dx = 0, V0 c O, and 
2n log o---c. It implies that rl/cr has one-step rediction standard eviation independent 
of 0. It is used in Fox and Taqqu (1986) and is satisfied by a wide class of Gaussian 
fractional AR1MA models. 
2. Proof 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Our proof uses many details from Dahlhaus (1989) (D), so 
we shall be brief indicating the differences only. For convenience, we shall first recall 
some of the results from (D). With Tv and Tv: denoting ~TT0 and V2T0, respectively, 
let 
Observe that the above matrices are vectors and matrices of matrices. For example 
A¢3) [Alo, ,Apo], where A i o T~;l~-oTo -1, with ~o T(d/i~/dOi), j -  1 p. 
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In what follows, for any n-square matrix A, 
I[A lIE := [trAA'] 1/2, IIA lisp := sup (x'AA'x) 1/2. 
xe~p, Ilxll=l 
For any matrix of matrices A=((A))i,j=l,2,...,p, where each Ai, j is an n×n matrix, 
IIAll~p' P A..  12 11/2 and IIAIIE := P '={~i , j= l  ,J sp, {Ei,  j : l  IIAi,+ll2} 1/2. Most of the following 
proofs require obtaining rate bounds for these norms of various matrices of matrices. 
Since p is fixed, it suffices to obtain such bounds for each summand in these norms. 
To avoid cumbersome notation our proofs are carried out for a typical summand only. 
The following inequalities about these norms will be used repeatedly in the proofs 
below: 
]tr(AB)l ~< [[AIIEIIBIle, (2.1) 
IIABIIE ~< [I A lisp lIB[[E, (2.2) 
IIA Ilsl, ~< IIAllE ~ V"filIA IlSl,- (2.3) 
From Lemma 5.4 of (D) we obtain that for every 3>0,  for each i=  1,2,3, and for 
all 0 E O, 
IIA~i~HsP <<'Knr' IIT°l/2ZvT°~/ZllsP <~Knr' (2.4) 
Ix'A~i~xl <~gn~l[xll z, x ~" ,  
for some K < c~ not depending on n and 0. Note that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
and by (2.4), for every 6 > 0, for every x, y E ~", 0 E O, and for j -- 1,2, 3, 
ix,A~J) yl ~ ix,A~J~x[ 1/2 ly,A(oj~ yl 1/2 <~Kn 6Ilxll II Yll. (2.5) 
Now, let 
O=(StY)  1/2, C=XB- I ,  tn =O(~ n - flo), dn =Ctn. 
Let C~ni denote the ith row of C. Then Cni ~--B-1xni and the ith coordinate of tin is 
dni = C~nitn, l <~ i <~ n. Moreover, by (1.5) 
n max Ilc.ill 2 =o(1) ,  ~ I[c, il] 2 =q.  (2.6) 
l<~i<~n 
i=1 
Also note that with ei = G(qi), h ' (Y -X~n)=(h(e l -dn l )  . . . . .  h(En-dnn))=h'(e-dn) ,  
say, so that 
5Fn(O, fln) = (2n)-~ {log(det{To}) + h'(E - dn)Toah(E -dn)}.  
Hence, 
~en(o, fin) - ~.(0,/~0) = (2,,)-~ {(h(.  - an) - h(E))'T0-~(h(e - an) - h(E))} 
+ n -1 [h(E -- tin) -- h(E)]'Tolh(~). 
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Note that h ' (e )=(h(e l  . . . . .  h (~, ) )=q ' .  As in (D), fo uniformly bounded from below 
implies that for some K<oc ,  sup0 U T0 -1lIsp ~<K, so that 
sup I f . (0 , /~ . )  - d.(0,/7o)1 
0 
<<.Kn-l{llh(e - d , )  - h(e)ll 2 + I Ih(e - d. )  - h(~)llll~ll}. (2.7) 
Let bn=Kn~°12Ll12(n) and 2n={I I tn ] ]~G}.  By (1.3), for evew a>0 there exists 
a K < oc and N~ < oo such that 
P(~n)~> 1 -a ,  n>~N~. (2.8) 
Let kni = bn Ilenill, 1 ~< i ~< n. On ~n, I&il <~ kn,, for all i. Moreover, by (2.6), 
max IGi] = nl/2 max []c~illn -(1 ~o)i'2 Zl/2(n) = O(n-(l-~o)/2 t l /2 (n ) )  ___+ O. 
l<~i<~n l<~i<~n 
Using the integral representation of the remainder, we thus obtain that on ~n, 
IIh(e - G)  - h(e)l[ 2 = ~ [h(~ - d.~) - h(~:~)] 2 
i=1 
<~bn~,llc.ihl h2(~,-s)ds=b.Z., say. 
i=1 k,,i 
Now recall that any function that is square integrable with respect o a Lebesgue density 
is shift continuous in mean square so that by (1.7), E j i2 (e -  s)--+ E/;i2(e) as s---+ 0 (see 
Rudin, 1974, Theorem 9.5). Therefore, in view of (2.6), 
Is; 1 E(Z,)~<b, I1~.,112 max k~ii 1 E j i2 (~: -s )ds  =O(bn),  1 <~i<~n k,, i=l 
so lhat by (2.8), 
I Ih(e - an)  - h(e) l l  2 = Op(b2) .  (2.9) 
Use this together with the fact that lit/t] =:Op(#'/1/'2) and (2.7) to obtain that 
sup I c~.n(O, fln) -- 5fln(O, flO)l = Op(n- lb  2 ) + Op(n- i"2bn)  
0 
= Op(n -(1 -~°)'12Ll'2(n)) ~ op(l  ). 
This fact together with the rest of the argument on p. 1755 of (D) proves (a). 
Arguing as in (D), to prove part (b), it suffices to prove the following facts: 
n 1''2 [VSq,(00, fin ) - V~Pn(Oo, flo )] = op( 1 ). (2.10) 
nl/2v,,~n(Oo, flO) =~ N(O, Foo). (2.11) 
sup I V 2o~an (0,/~,) - VZ~n(O,  flo ) = Op( 1 ). (2.12) 
0 
For any sequence of r.v.'s 0n---+ 00 in probability, 
IV2 c~°n(O., rio) - V2 ~°.(0o,/7o)1 = Op( 1 ). (2.13 ) 
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1~72~n(00, f10) --/001 =%(1). (2.14) 
Because VS~n(0o, fl0) is the same as in (D), (2.11) is proved in (D). To prove (2.12), 
we have 
V2~n(O,~n)_~ - _~nn {tr{Tol _ ITvTo~TV } _ tr{To_lTv2 }} 
+ l{h(E  - an) 'A~'~h(E  - a . )  - ' , ~2) i h (e  - d , )A  o h (e  - an)}. 
11 
Hence, by (2.4), (2.5) and (2.9), it follows that for each 6>0, 
]V2£°n (0,/~n)- V25(', (0, fl0)l 
= n- '  I[h(• - dn) - h(e)]'(A~ D - ½A~2)) [h(E -- tin) -- h(e)] 
+ 2[h(e - tin) - h(e)]'(A~ ') - lA~2) )h(~)  I 
~<n-'(llA~l)lls p + ½ rpA~Z)]lsp)[l[h(E -- &)  -- h(E)ll 2 
+ 2  ]]h(e - d,) - h(e)] I ]]qJJ] 
= Op(n- l+a°+aL(n) )  ~- Op(n (-1+~°+2a)/2 L1 /2(n) )= Op(1), 
uniformly in 0, by choosing 6<(1-  c¢0)/2. This proves (2.12). The proof of the claims 
(2.13) and (2.14) is the same in (D). To complete the proof of (b), it remains to prove 
(2.10). 
The proof of (2.10) is very technical and quite different from its one-sample Gaussian 
case analog, involving several approximations. Proceeding as in (D), we have the 
identity 
~ 1 1 
V~n(O,  fl n) = ~n {tr{T0- Tv} - h'(E - dn)A~3}h(e - tin)}. 
Therefore, the left-hand side of (2.10) can be written as -[(½)Qn +Bn], where, with 
A (3) =A~30 ), 
Qn -= n-1/2[h( E - an) - h(c-)]tA(3)[h(E - an) - h(c)], 
Bn = n-1/2[h(E. - dn) - h(£)]tA(3)h(E.). (2.15) 
Clearly, by (2.4) and (2.9), for every 6>0, 
Q,  ~ Kn-1/2+a][h(£ - d , )  - h(~)ll 2 
CI {~,-1/2+6/~2 ~ -- Op(n-1/2+6+~OL(n)) = Op( 1 ), (2.16) 
~p~. ,~ Vn~, -  
l by choosing 6 < ½ -~0, the existence of which is guaranteed by the assumption c¢0 < ~. 
To handle the term B, in (2.15), let An =diag(,/t(el) ..... /~(en)). Then 
Bn = n - l /2 [h (e  - dn) - h (e )  + A ,  dn]'A(3)h(e) - n-~/2(Andn) 'A(3)h(e)  
= B,z - B,2, say. (2.17) 
Let 9, = [Ih(e- d, ) -  h (e )+ A,d,[[ .  From (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain that for every 
6>0, 
[Bnl ] <. Kn a-z~2 II~llgn- 
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Now, using the integral representation of the remainder and the assumption that h is 
differentiable, one obtains that for every real x and z, 
{h(x - z )  - h (x)  + zh(x )}  2 <~ h2(x - s) ds. 
Hence, on c~n, 
(.12 n = ~ [h(Ei -- dni ) - h(8i) -I- dnih(si )] 2 
i=1 
± /? ~< b3~ IIc.,ll 3 h2(c i - s )ds=b3W~,  say. 
i I --kni 
But n { /: } 
EG ~ bn ~ Ilcnil[ 4 max k~i 1 Eh2(e - s )ds  , 
l <~i <~n i=1 --kn; 
<~ bn max Ilc.ill2o(1) 
l <~i<~n 
by (1.8). Therefore, by (1.3) and (2.6), 
gn : OP (b2n~ l<~i<~nmaX I lCn i l l ) :  Op(/'/~°-l/2L(y/)), 
and, because 11711--Op(nl/a), we obtain 
lB.11 = Op(n~°-(1/2)+6L(n)) = op( l )  
1 by choosing a 6 < g - %. 
It remains to show that 
IBn2l =%(1) .  (2.18) 
Rewrite 
Bn2 :=  n -  1/2 (And  n) tA(3)h(E)  
= n-1/2d~n[(A n - EAn)tA(3)T! + E(Atn)A(3)~] 
= n-1/2ttnC'[(An - EAn)'A(3)I I  + E(Atn)A(3)tl] 
. - -1 /2 J  rTrr = n ' t,  tvvnl + Wn2], say. (2.19) 
Let b=Eh(G(q) ) ,  I denote the n x n identity matrix, and write T for ir)~0. Because 
E(An) = bI, W~2 = bC'A(3)tl  • Thus, from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4), we obtain that for any 
6>0,  
EIIC'A(3)qH2 = Igt l tA(3)CCtA(3)t l [  ~ Itr CtA(3)E(t l t l~)A(3)CI  
= [tr C'A(3)TA(3)C] = ]tr C'A(])Ct  
~< tlCIl~llA(')ll~p = O(n6). (2.20) 
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From this it follows that ][W~2H =Op(n6/2). Use this and (1.3) to obtain that 
n-1/2 ]fin Wn2[ = Op(n (- l+a°+a)/2L1/Z(n)) = %(1 ). (2.21 ) 
Next, we shall show that for any 6 > 0, 
Eli mnl [I = O(n(1/4)+6) • (2.22) 
This and (1.3) will imply that 
n -1/2 ]t' n Wnl] = Op(n(-l+Z~°+43)/4Ll/2(n)) = Op(1 ) 
by choosing 6 sufficiently small, the existence of which is guaranteed by the assumption 
~0< ½. This together with (2.21) and (2.19) will prove (2.18). 
To prove (2.22), it suffices to show that for any 3>0, 
EIs' Wnl [ 2 = 0(n(1/2)+26), ~/$ 6 ~q. (2.23) 
To prove (2.23), write A (3) = ((ai, j))i,j=l,...,n. For an s E ~q, let 
(Z l, Z2 . . . . .  2n ) = St C I = ($1Cn 1, st ¢n2, ' . . ,  $1Cnn ). 
Also let V(x)= ]7(G(x)) -E]~(G(q)), x c ~, and let 17/,. = V(~i), 1 <~i ~n. Then 
s' W~I := s'C'(An - EAn)'A(3)r/= ~ ziai, j Viqj, 
i,j=l 
so that 
EIs' W., 12 = zi, ai,,j, Zizai2,jzE[ Vi, ?] jl ~2 ~j2 ]" 
il,jl, i2,j2 =1 
Using the well-known relation between moments and the cumulants, we obtain 
E[ Vfi ~lj, V~2 ~/j2] = E( V6 tIj, )E( ~2qj2 ) + E(  ~-, V~2 )E(tlj, qj2 ) 
+E( V~, U j2 )E( Vii 2 q j, ) + Cum ( V/,, q j,, Vi2, q j: ), 
where Cure (V/,,r/j,, V~.2, q j2 ) denotes the cumu]ant of the exhibited random variables. 
With ~i,,jl,i2,j2 :~- Zi, ail,j, zi2 aiz,j2, we thus obtain 
EIs' Wnl [ 2 [i, ,j,, i2,j2E( g,', ~]j, )E( Vi 2 vii 2 ) 
il,jl, i2,j2 = l 
+ i,,j,,~i2,j2 = 1 :i~'jl'i2'jzE(gii' Vi2)E(~lJ'qJ2) 
~- ~ ~il ,jl, i2,j2E( Vii, q j2 )E(  Vii2 ~lj, ) 
ij ,jl,i2,j2 = l 
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+ ~ It/,j,,i~,j211Cum(V~,,nj,, v/2,nj~)l 
il,jl,i2,j2=l 
= Dno 4- Dnl Jr Dnl' -t- On2, say. (2.24) 
Lemma 1 (below) shows that for any 6 >0,  
Dno = z ia i jE(~t l j )  = O(n 2s). (2.25) 
i, j=l 
We now proceed to obtain rate bounds for the remaining terms in the upper bound 
given in (2.24). To that effect, let r ( t )=Et lo r  h, t=0,± l  . . . . .  +e~. Let Hk, k = 0. 
1 . . . . .  oc, denote the Hermite polynomials and let Uk = EV(t l)Hk(t l) ,  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  ~ .  
Since by (1.5), ~= V(rh) is square integrable, it has an Hermite expansion given by 
~ Uk 
Vi= ~.Hk( rh)  , i = 0,-4-1,..., ±oc. (226]  
k-1 
From this we obtain that for any integers s, t, 
E(VsV,) ~ u2 = ~ ?(s - t). 
k--I 
But because Eq 2 <oc  and [r(t)[ ~<7 :=r (0 )  =Er /2(>0) ,  by (1.7), 
~--~ k . l °c  Uk2 7 k =EVZ(r/) <~.  
k--I 
Hence, for any integers s, t, 
¢. 
u2 7 k-I <~Klr(s - t)l, (2.27) u~ irk( s _ t)l <<. lr(s -- t)l ~ ~. IE(V~.V~)I ~< z_~ T.' 
k-1 k 1 
where constant K < oo does not depend on s, t. We also have the following fact for 
any integers s, t: 
E(V~qt) : -~. EHk(qs)th =u l r (s  - t). (2.28) 
k 1 
Now, let 
Rv :=(E(VtVs))t,s=l ....... Rvl :--(E(Vttls))t,~_=l ....... D := diag (zl . . . . .  z,). 
Then, with T = Too, from (2.1), (2.2) and (2.24), we obtain 
Dnl + Dnl' = ttr(A(3)DRvDA(3)T)[ + ]tr(A(3)DRv1A(3)DRw)I 
K[IIA~3)DRvlIEIIDA~3)Tlle + HA(3)DRw II 2] 
< KIIDII~IIA~)II~o{IIRvllelITII~ + IIR~II~}- 
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From the definition of Zi 'S  and from (2.6) we have 
IlOllsp -- sup y2iz ~< maxi Izil--max. Is'c.il--O(n-l/2). (2.29) 
\llyll:l i:1 
By (2.27) and (2.28), we obtain that for c~0 < l, 
IIRvllE ~<KIITIIE <~ grill2 r2(t) = O(nl/2), 
IIRw liE <~KIITIIE -- O(n1/2). 
These bounds together with (2.4) yield that for any 6 > 0, 
D~I + Onv = O(n26) .  (2,30) 
To complete the proof of (2.23), it remains to show that for any 6>0, 
Dn2 : 0 ( / ' /1 /2+26 ). (2.31 ) 
For the sake of brevity, write ak =-uk/k!. From (2.26), polylinearity of the cumulant 
and the formula for the cumulants of Hermite polynomials (see e.g. Malyshev, 1980, 
also Giraitis and Surgailis, 1986, Theorem 4(iv)) it follows that 
Gum ( E,, r/j,, V/~, r/j~ )
oc 
= ~ aklak2Cum(Hkl(rlfi),Hk2(rli2),tlJ,,tlJ2) 
kl,k2=l 
£ 
kl =k2 =2 
oG 
kl --k2 =2 
+ 
E. l+  t l+  
kl=l,...,oo; k2=kl+2 k2=l,..., oct; kl=k2+2 
a 2 t~211, 1)!rkl-l(il i2)[r(il --jl)r(i2 j2) + r(il --j2)r(i2 --j l)] kl ~l  t,r"l - -  - -  - -  
Z alqak~+2(kl + 2)!rk~(il - i2)r(jl - i2)r(i2 - j2 )  
kl = 1,..., oo; kz=kt +2 
+ ~ ak2ak2+2(k2 + )!rk2(il - i 2 ) r ( j2  - il)r(il --jl). (2.32) 
k2 = 1,..., o~;kl =k2+2 
Now, observe that because h--= G -1, /?(x)= h(G(x))/h(G(x)). Hence, by (1.9), /)(q) 
is square integrable and admits the Hermite expansion 
o~ 
¢'(~) = ~ bkHk(~), 
k=0 
where bk := E I?(q)Hk(q)/k!. With q5 denoting the standard Gaussian density, it follows 
from the relation ()(x)H~(x)dx - -d{4(x)Hk-l(X)} that b~ = (k + 1)ak+l, Vk. Thus 
we obtain 
E/ )2 ( r / )  ~ b~k,Tk= ~ 22 = akk (k -  1)!~ k-I <oo. 
k=O k=l  
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Hence, for any integer t, 
/,=~_~, )! rk 1(0 o~ a~k2(k - 1 - ~<lr(t)j Z aZk2(k - 1)!7 k 2<<.Klr(t)[, (2.33) 
k=2 
where K does not depend on t. 
From the fact that (k + 2)! <~2k(k + 2)~(k -  l ) !x /~ + 1)!, Vk>~ 1, and from the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that 
, .~ ak ak +2 (k + 2)!rk(t) 
5X) 
[r(t)] Z lakak+2[(k + 2)!?'k-1 
k=l 
<~glr(t)[ lak[kv/(k - 1)!7 k tlak+2l(k + 2)x/(k + l )b 'k-1 
k I 
<~Klr ( t ) l  ~ [akl2k2( k -- 1)!7 k - I  
k-1 
<~Klr(t)[. (2.34) 
Using (2.32), the bounds obtained at (2.33), (2.34) and the Cauchy-Schwarz in- 
equality we obtain 
Dn2 <. K ~ ]~fil,jl,i2,jal[r(il -- i2) l{[r ( i l  - - j l ) r ( i2  - - J2) l  + [r(il - - j2 ) r ( i2  - - j l  )1 
il,jl,i2.j2 I 
+ Ir( j l  -- i2)r( i2 -- j2)[ + Ir(.j2 -- il )r(il -- j l  )[ } 
But 
= K )_..£ {it,~ ,i2,j2 bi ,j ,i>j2, 
ibjl,iz.j2=l 
il,jl,i2,j2 l il,jl,i~.j2=l 
say 
1/'2 
b, 2, j, } , i2,.12 
{72 . . . .  ~ (zi lai,, j ,zi2ai>j: )2 ~ I ~i<~n ,,4,,,-,,J~ max z] 
i l ,Jl, i2,j2 = I i], jb i2,j2 = 1 
Now, in view of (2.6), 
max z 4= max ($ /¢n i )4=O(n-2) .  
I <~i<~n I <~i<~n 
Moreover, from (2.3) and (2.4), for any b>0, 
Z a2.=;,g IIA(3)II2E<~n[IA(3)I[~p =O(n1+2~). 
i,j I,...,n 
( i , j= 1 ,.~-~., n
~)2 
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Hence, for any 6 > 0, 
4~,jl,i2,j2 = 0(n26)" 
il ,jl,i2,j2=l 
Clearly, in view ~t  r2(t) <cx), we get 
b2,jl,i2,j 2 = O(n  1/2 ). 
il ,jl,i2,j2=l 
This proves (2.31). The claim (2.23) in turn follows from this, (2.30), (2.25) and 
(2.24). This also completes the proof of part (b) of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Part (c). The only place in the above proof where we needed the restriction 
~0<½ is in the proof of (2.10). Thus, to prove (c), it suffices to give an alternate 
proof of (2.10) in the case of the Gaussian errors, i.e., when h(x)=-x. We now have 
nl/2[~7~CPn(OO, fln) -- V~n(OO, flO)] = n-1/2[t~nC'A(3)tl I t 'C 'A (3)~t  1 
But, from (1.3), (2.1), (2.2) and (2.20), we obtain that 
n-1/2[ttnCtA(3)lll = Op(n((-l +~°)/2 +6)L1/2 (n ) ) = Op(1 ), 
by choosing 6< (1 - ~o)/2. 
We also have from (l.3), (1.6) and (D) that for any 6>0 and for some K<cx~, 
n-1/2[t~nC'A(3)Ctn[ = n-1/2[t~nB-IX'T-1/2T-V2TvT-a/2T-1/2XB-ltnl 
< n-1/211tnH211B-1X, T-1/2 lIE i[ T2  -1/2 TvT -1/'2 lie 
gn-~/2+~llt.ll2llg-'x'v-~/=ll~ 
<~ gn-1/2+6n-~°Z-lfn)lltn [I 2 
= Op(n-1/2+6).  
1 Consequently, upon choosing 6< 3 here, we conclude that (2.10) holds and hence 
(1.11) holds in this case for all 0 < ~0 < 1. 
This also completes the proof of Theorem 1.1, once we prove the following lemma. 
U 
Lemma 1. For any 6 > O, 
i n,~j_ l ziaijEViiq j = O( n6 ). 
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Proof. Again, write T for Too. Also, the V operator in Tv is understood to be evaluated 
at 00. By (2.28), 
ziaijEVitlj =Ul ~ z ia i j r ( i -  j )=u l  tr(DA(3)T). 
i,j=l i,j=l 
Let g(x):= 1/{4rt2Jbo(X)}, x E [-re, rt], and let 
T(g)--(fle~V ")g(x)dx)t~:,  n" 
, ,  , . , . ,  
Since A (3)= T-1TvT  -~, rewrite 
qn := tr(DA(3)T) = tr(DT -1 Tv) 
= tr(D[T -t  - T(g) lTv )+t r (DT(g)Tv)=q~l  +q~2, say. (2.35) 
Now let G =I  - TI'/2T(g)T 1/2. Then we can rewrite 
qnl = tr( DT-1/2 GT-1/Z Tv ). 
From the inequalities (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain 
Iqnl 1<~ [IDT a'/2ar-"/211e[IrVllE <-IlOll~pllT-l"21l~pllG[iE]lTvlh> 
But, by Lemma 5.2 in (D) we have that for any 6>0,  I[G]IE=O(n6). Assumptions 
(A3) and (A7) in (D) imply that IVfOol ~-L2, which in turn yields that jlTvll 2, --O(n). 
Put all these bounds together with (2.29), which ensures I]Oll~p=O(n ~,.2), and the 
fact IIT-l/2ll2p ~< lIT -1 lisp <(X) to obtain 
Iqnll = 0(  h I -  1/2+6+1/2] ) = O(r /6)  • (2.36) 
It remains to estimate 
q(/) ~2 :=tr(DT(g)Ttv)= zirl(i - j ) r ( l ) ( i  - j ) ,  l=  1 . . . . .  q, 
i , j : l  
with 
and 
F r l ( j )  = eijXg(x)dx 
Vr( t )  = (r(1)(t) . . . . .  r(q)(t)), 
where Try := T( f  (0) with 
.fO)(x) = (~/~0t)Jbo (x). 
F r(l)(t) = eitX fCt)(x)dx, 
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Let D.(x) = Y'~.~'=l eijx be the Dirichlet kernel and set Dn*(X ) = }-~-;=I eijXzj • Then 
4~2q~12) = a~[-~. 12 D*(x + y)D,,(-x - y)fo71(x)f(O(y)dx 
=/(_,~,~] D*(u)D.(-u)F(t)(u) du, 
where 
F(O(u) = f[_,~,,~] fOo '(u -x)f(O(x)dx. 
Assumptions (A1)  o f  (D)  and (1.10) imply 
F(O(O)  = f[[_~,Tt]f~ol(x)f(l)(x)dx=(c3/(~Ol)f[_,~,=llogfo~(x)dx=O. 
Next we show that for any 6 > 0 
If(Z)(u) I <C(a)lul '-6, Vu~ [r~, ~1. 
Indeed, by the mean value theorem, using assumption (A7) of (D) which says that 
Lf~--I(X)~x 0o <<.Klxl ~-1-~' for any a '>0,  
we obtain 
IF(O(u)[ = [F(l)(u) _ F(0(0)[ 
<~X f~_ I f~o'(u-x)-  fo'(xl[lf(°(x)ldx 
Kf[_,~,~] [fo~ 1 (u -x )  - f~l(x)ll-alf(l)(xll dx 
( ~xf°o (Y ) )  '-a ~< K J(_ [u I sup ~ 1 /f(l)(x)[ dx 
~,~1 lu-xl<y<lxl 
<~ K6,a, f~_~,rq [U,l_a (,u 1 l, _x[(l--x+a')(1--a) ~-[X[(1--c~-6 )(1--6)) 1 ~dx 
~< ga, a, lu] l-a 
for a 6' >0 small such that 6 >46' since then (1 - ~ + 6')(1 - 6) + ~ + 6' < 1. Next, 
we use below the properties of the Dirichlet kernel: 
n .. I e i(n-llx - 1 sin((n~_l)_x/2)[ <~X-( 1 [x[~<rt. ID.(x)l= Ze  vx = e ix - - -  n 
J=~ I ei~ - ~- = sin (x/2) + nlxl)' 
We thus obtain 
(0 f[_ qn2 ~ K ]D*(u)Dn(-u)[ [u] 1-6 du 
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<<. K / ID* (u ) l~ lu l l -6  du 
[ ~,~] 
< Kn ~ / IO.*(u)l du 
[-~,~l 
1,'2 
'j2 
= Kn ~ z <<.Kn~ll.,'ll ~ =:O(n~), z= 1,2 . . . . .  q. 
\ /=1 / 
This together with (2.35) and (2.36) gives the lemma. ~ 
Remark  2.1. (The condition (1.6)). In the one-sample location model, where X'  = 1' := 
(1, 1 . . . . .  1)n×l, the condition (1.6) is nothing but the well-known result of Adenstedt 
(1974) that says n - l l ' T -11  = O(n -~0+6). 
In the case of  the qth-order polynomial design, Theorem 2.3 of Yajima (1988) estab- 
lished that n-~°D(X~T 1X)-ID---+ W, where D is the diagonal matrix consisting of the 
square root entries of the diagonal terms in X'X and W is some positive-definite ma- 
trix. From this one readily obtains that trD-1X'T-1XD i _ O(n ~o). But one also has 
tr D(X'X)-ID = O(1 ). Consequently, for this design the condition (1.6) is satisfied with 
L--= 1. Similarly, Theorem 2.2 of  Yajima (1988) implies that (1.3) with L = 1 is satis- 
fied by the LSE for this design. More recently, Dahlhaus (1995) has established similar 
results for the designs that span the same subspace as spanned by' certain Jacobi poly- 
nomials. In these papers the errors need not be Gaussian but are assumed to have the 
spectral density of  the type given by (1.1) such that the correlations r (k )= O(k ..... ) 
as k --~ ,_~x:. 
We thus conclude that if/~, is taken to be the LSE then (1.11) holds for all 0 < ~0 < 1 
in the linear regression models with polynomial designs or designs as in Dahlhaus 
(1995) and long-range-dependent Gaussian errors. 
| 
Remark  2.2. The case ~0 >~ for the non-Gaussian errors is open and very likely 
J requires a different approach of investigation from the one used here for 0<~0 <2" 
1 is in the The only place in the above proof where we needed the restriction ~0<2 
proof of (2.10). The first time this condition is used is in (2,16). Even if one assumes 
the function h to be smooth one is unable to get rid of this requirement for (2.16) to 
hold. [~ 
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